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2. Historical Background

- From Emily Dolan, The Orchestral Revolution: Haydn and the Technologies of Timbre

1. Rousseau

2. Rameau

3. Herder 

4. Goethe



3. Philosophical Background

Polarities: implies the creation of a continuum of variation between the poles
Goethe: expansion/contraction, light/dark
Polarity in musical timbre: vertical vs horizontal (beginning/end of sounds)

ASDR: Attack, Sustain, Decay, Release 

Related in Beethoven to articulation and dynamic expressive markings:
I. Articulation (Attack)
II. Dynamic (Sustain)
III. Swells (Sustain/Decay) 
IV. Slurs/Beaming (Sustain/Decay/Release)



4. Beethoven’s Expressive Markings

“What I have discovered working closely with Beethoven’s manuscripts is that he employed a far
more elaborate system of expressive markings in his manuscripts than we see in print. By "expressive
markings" I mean all the markings which communicate with the player how the notes should be played to achieve 
expression: this includes beaming of notes, ties of notes, staccato and articulations, slurs, swells, dynamics, 
changes of dynamics including continuation marks, and words denoting character. 

This more complex system is evident in the great majority of his manuscripts after Op. 30, and the elaborateness 
of his use of these markings increase with time, so that the manuscripts of works such as Op. 123, 125, 126, 127, 
130, 131, 132, 133 and 135 have the highest levels of complexity.”

Editors in general have treated these as insignificant variants of basic markings. 

- Nicholas Kitchen, Boromeo Quartet, New England Conservatory of Music, Boston



Dot - a carefully formed dot
Small Line Staccato (SLS) - like a dot but with a tiny bit of length
Medium Line Staccato (MLS) - longer than the Small Line Staccato
Long Line Staccato (LLS) - longer than the Medium Line Staccato and sometimes approaching the length of a note 
stem.

Suggested meaning: the varying length of the staccato suggests a varying energy in the initial articulation of the 
note. This combines with a shortening or releasing of the note.
The Dot has the lightest energy,
Small Line Staccato - SLS - has slightly more energy,
Medium Line Staccato - MLS - has still more,
and Long Line Staccato - LLS - has the highest energy.

I. Articulation (Attack)



8th Symphony, 
Op. 93, Mvt I.





Consider, here in Op. 130, Mvt I, ms 43 (44 for Henle)-48, the faithful printing of
distinctions of "sf" and "f":

However, I read the staccato marks a little differently and take particular delight in the manuscript marking 
in the first half of ms 47. Notice the larger staccato marks in vln 1 and the four small staccato marks in the other three instruments.



Measure 78 from Op. 130, mvt III: 
In the thousands of dots that Beethoven draws to indicate portato,
he succeeds EVERY TIME in penning exquisitely equal dots. 



II. Dynamic (Sustain) 

When I first read Beethoven manuscripts, I did not see what I am about to describe. 
My brain, working with the categories that it already had mapped, looked at the dynamics I am about to 
point out, and only saw the one’s that I was already familiar with: "ppp", "pp", "p", the "mezzo" and 
"poco" dynamics, "f", "ff" and "fff".
But that changed with a question at the Taos School of Music. I was coaching a group on Op. 132, and 
we were looking at a pdf of the manuscript together, when the cellist asked “what is that MO?”. We 
looked at bar 103 in the first movement and indeed in all four parts the dynamic is not "ff", it is "ffMO".



1. Beethoven’s use of dynamic marks is vivid, though he may display, side-by-side, stubborn enthusiasm for employing 
the marking and accidental carelessness in completing all the implementations of the marking.

2. Musicians all see the marking, but see different meanings in these marking, and naturally argue quite passionately about 
their particular point of view.

3. Whatever the meaning of the marks might be, they are present in a majority of the opus numbers. This alone leads to the 
conclusion that we must discuss these markings, whatever strikingly different conclusions we all might each come to 
regarding their meaning.

The printed spectrum that we know 
is "ppp", "pp", "p", the "mezzos" 
and "pocos", "f", "ff", "fff":



The manuscript marking spectrum that I am describing now is:
"ppp//", "ppp/", "ppp", "ppmo", "pp//", "pp/", "pp", "p//", "p/", "p" the "mezzos" and
"pocos", "f", "fo", "for", "forte", "ff", 'ffmo", "fff" (note that in typing I am representing the
lines on the stem by forward slashes ("/") after the dynamic)



In both soft and loud music, the use of the last two letters of "pianissimMO" or "fortissiMO" mean that the 
local area under this marking is extremely important in the overall drama and also has a special intensity. Op. 96 IV 
ms 162.



The mark "sempre ppmo" is also prominent (marked 8 times) in the mysterious Introduction to Op. 59-3 I.



The 9th symphony starts with "pp//"



Just take a short step over the the floating moments in the third movement of Op. 125 ms 117-120 and 
you can see Beethoven emphatically clarifying the use of "pp//" with his red wax pencil.



Op. 61, III, ms 348.



III. Swells (Sustain/Decay) 

Beethoven makes active use of expressive swells: the swell up "<", and the swell down ">". Single expressive swells up or 
down are represented very accurately in print, but when they are in pairs, "< >", there seems to be a very clear distinction for
Beethoven between swell pairs that connect "<>” , and pairs that do not connect "< >". Beethoven will even correct swell pairs 
to reinforce the part that connects them. These distinctions are not preserved in print except in some early editions. What I have 
found over time is that the swells of all sorts are most successful musically when read as being led by expressive intensity. A 
swell up is a rise to a high expressive intensity and a swell down is a transition from a high expressive intensity to lower 
expressive intensity - this can amount to an expressive accent sometimes. This change in expressive intensity will affect the 
dynamic but the leading agent of change is expression. The connection or disconnection of the swell pairs is analogous to a 
certain portion of music being under one slur, or divided into two slurs. When a pair is joined into a diamond, there is one 
musical event (like one slur) which is a rise in expressive intensity joined with a fall in expressive intensity. When the pair is 
separated there is an event where the expressive intensity goes from low to high, and a separate event which goes from high to 
low. 
This increasing and decreasing of expressive intensity is naturally understood when playing but what has been extremely 
helpful is to read the expressive swells as quite directly affecting timing. The increased expressive intensity bends the time, 
with the higher intensity taking more time. It does not stop the pulse, but it pulls on it. This understanding has had enormous 
importance in our quartet, and it has proved an extremely reliable way to read these markings.



It seems that the four connected "diamond" swells, and the four disconnected pairs
(swell up and then swell down) are drawn quite intentionally, as distinct types of swells.

Op 130, I, ms 26-29



Op. 131 No. 4 ms 140



Op. 132 III, ms 94-97 and Henle ms 94-97. Every detail of the wonderfully particular and eccentric rhythmic 
notation has been preserved.  What has not been preserved in these four bars is the details of the crescendo 
reinforcing marks in the first two bars.



Op. 74 IV ms 122 – 127:

Often it is not easy for the performer to know easily what these eccentricities mean, but there is no question that we 
are participating in a process where Beethoven is searching for means to express the curiosities of his detailed sound 
imagination. Even if we do not have an exact and easily expressed logic, we must work with the eccentricities and allow 
them to affect the complexity of our own vision.

IV. Slurs/Beaming (Sustain/Decay/Release)



String Quartet Op 130 in B-flat Major
iv. Cavatina

Italian diminutive of cavata, meaning the producing of tone 
from an instrument, or a short song of simple character.



“The Cavatina reveals the most intimate and vulnerable side of Beethoven in a lyrical outpouring that seems to 
flow from the deepest wellspring of human experience. Indeed, Beethoven confided to a friend that every time 
he thought of this piece, it brought tears to his eyes. In the middle section, marked Beklemmt (choked), the first 
violin plays a series of fragmentary utterances, rhythmically at odds with the triplet ostinato played by the 
three lower instruments. Music's most natural impulse – to spin itself out in melody – seems to be in serious 
danger, as if the singer of the beautiful melodies of the Cavatina has lost their way. This section is in C-flat 
major, a key which lies beyond the normal harmonic spectrum and which, in a sense, exists only in relation to 
other keys. Enharmonically it may seem identical to B major, but not in the hands of string players sensitive to 
the nuance of its color and to the context in which the key is reached: by a slow, simple stepwise descent from 
the home key, E-flat, to D-flat, and finally to C-flat. 

The coda of the first movement of the Eroica Symphony, composed more than two decades earlier, descends 
similarly, but from E-flat to D-flat, and then to a bright and  assertive C-major. After the middle section, the 
Cavatina's tender aria returns, but the movement that follows, the Grosse Fugue, smashes all preconceptions 
about melody, harmony, and structure. Here the fragmentation of melody, only hinted at in the preceding 
movement, irrevocably changes the musical landscape in an unruly masterpiece that catapults its listeners to 
the frontier of Modernism.”
– Eugene Drucker, Emerson String Quartet, 2019



Final measures: 
”… Physiological marking. This is a written out breath – but not just any breath; Beethoven demands of 
his notation a specific psychosomatic motion of intense emotive force, one that disrupts the respiratory 
rhythms of the lungs. The breath is asymmetrical; first a sharp intake of air (cresc), then suddenly a 
suspension (piano), followed by another gasp cresc before allowing the ribcage to sink back (dim) to a 
point of rest (pp).” Daniel Chua.

This final breath of the Cavatina is itself a consequence of severe respiratory symptoms in the middle of 
the movement where sudden change of mood and mode takes the music into anther world.



“beklemmt” - constricted, uneasy, anguish 
-





Grosse Fugue – Op 133


























